Temporal aspects of accommodative adaptation.
Pre- and post-task measures of dark focus (DF) were used to assess accommodative adaptation induced by brief near-vision tasks in 10 late-onset myopes (LOM's) and 10 emmetropes. The degree of adaptation was examined after tasks of 15, 30, and 45 s duration. Accommodation was measured after the task at 1 s intervals over a 90 s period using an objective infrared optometer. Emmetropic subjects showed a significant increase in DF during the first 10 s of post-task recording, which regressed to the pre-task value within a further 20 to 30 s. No significant difference in post-task accommodative regression was observed after the three task durations. Similar findings were observed for LOM's after the 15 and 30 s tasks. However, after the 45 s task, LOM's exhibited a marked negative shift in DF during the 10 to 50 s post-task period. Instillation of a beta adrenergic antagonist attenuated this negative shift, suggesting that it was mediated via beta adrenergic innervation to the ciliary muscle.